
stop production altogether.
The hemorrhagic form of dengue had caused 25 deaths in

Rio and the capital, Brasilia, as of March 4.
According to O Estado de São Paulo, the mosquitoes China Congress Told It

were present in only 640 Brazilian municipalities in 1991, but
have extended to more than 3,600 by this year. The paper’s Faces ‘Volatile’ World
source, the National Health Foundation, Funasa, acknowl-
edges the government resources allocated to combat the mos- by Mary Burdman
quito are inadequate, and so are the sanitation monitoring
agencies and the public sanitation system.

China’s Prime Minister Zhu Rongji delivered a very soberThe epidemic, even in January, spread to states north of
Rio, such as Pernambuco and Goias, as well as to Mato Grosso “National Work Report” to the Ninth National People’s Con-

gress which opened its annual session in Beijing on March 5.in the West. It is moving south, with 8,500 reported ill in
the state of São Paulo. Argentina’s daily, Cları́n nervously His and other Chinese government leaders’ speeches empha-

sized that China would strive to continue the fundamentalreported on March 4, that dengue hemorrhagic fever has
caused its first death in the Brazilian state of Paraná, much economic, domestic, and foreign policies of, especially, the

past five years. However, while confident these policies willfarther south than São Paulo, and bordering Argentina. On
March 6, Cları́n cited the Health Minister of the Argentine sustain real economic growth in China, and improve interna-

tional relations, particularly with China’s neighbors, Zhustate of Misiones, Telmo Albretch, that there have already
been four dengue cases reported there. Rongji concluded that “this year, the work will be quite ar-

duous.”The U.S. Marines, who are conducting a military exercise
in this region, have signed an agreement with the Health Min- “The international situation changed dramatically in

2001,” Zhu told the Congress. China must “correctly sizeistry of Misiones, to track and control spread of dengue that
might occur in the triple-border region of Argentina, Para- up the complicated and volatile international political and

economic situation,” to be able to continue building its econ-guay, and Brazil.
It is now late Summer in South America, but as the dengue omy at the rate essential for national security and stability.

The warning on the “complex and volatile” world situation,epidemic moves south, it is heading out of tropical areas.
What is most worrying Brazilian health authorities, according was echoed by other Chinese leaders, especially State Devel-

opment Planning Commission Minister Zeng Peiyang, at theto Cları́n, is that the Albopictus mosquito tolerates cold, and
can live, and reproduce, in the Winter. The Health Department Congress opening.

Zhu first reviewed the “good momentum of development”of Rio de Janeiro reports that the resistance of the virus—
previously considered a tropical virus—has modified, which of China’s national economy—something worth highlight-

ing, given the drastic decline of the world economy duringis complicating treatment, and making symptoms worse.
The fact that many areas have now been hit with multiple the year. He said Beijing’s commitment to develop its huge

domestic market, and its “unswerving implementation of theyears of dengue epidemics, brings a further complication.
Four serotypes (or strains) of the disease have been identified proactive fiscal policy and stable monetary policy”—

launched in 1998 to counter the devastating financial crisis inin the Americas. Infection brings likely immunity to one sero-
type, but later reinfection by another strain of dengue, puts Asia—have made it possible to create growth which can be

sustained. Such astonishing “great projects” as the Qinghai-the individual at increased risk for hemorrhagic shock syn-
drome, or the often fatal dengue hemorraghic fever. So the Tibet Railway to the “Roof of the World,” and the west-to-

east power transmission grid were launched; the “Move Southincidence of the mortal form of this IMF-borne disease, has
been rising. Water North” project will be next on the agenda. No other

nation is carrying out infrastructure construction on this scale.

FOR A Industrial/Rural Problems
Yet China has severe economic and social challenges,

and, Zhu Rongji said, “we must be soberly aware of theseDIALOGUE
problems that demand urgent solutions.” The most urgent, is
bringing China’s vast 800-900 million rural population intoOF
a developing industrial economy. That is the real issue China
faces; at the National Congress, it was presented more flatly,CULTURES
as the problem of stagnating incomes in the rural economy.
At the same time, reform of the state-owned enterprises haswww.schillerinstitute.org
meant growing unemployment for the urban workforce. For
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the first time in so public a forum, Zhu Rongji acknowledged stimulate economic growth and expand new sources of reve-
nue, but also help pool resources . . . for accomplishing largethat, in some sectors, workers’ wage payments are “seri-

ously” behind. undertakings, and improve the results of all investments.”
However, China is also getting more and more enmeshedThe first task the Prime Minister laid out, was to “adopt

all possible means to increase farmers’ incomes and lighten in world markets at their worst possible juncture. Zhu Rongji
emphasized that China must adapt to being a member of thetheir burden.” The number of surplus workers in the country-

side is estimated at between 100 and 150 million; they must World Trade Organization (WTO), to which it was only fi-
nally admitted late last year. It must be a bitter irony to Beijing,have work. In the cities, most pressing are subsistence for laid-

off workers from state-owned enterprises, and basic pensions that just after Zhu delivered his speech, U.S. President George
W. Bush announced an increase of up to 30% in tariffs onwhich must be paid—even if “new construction projects have

to be cancelled” or “reduced in scale,” he said. steel imports, demonstrating the highly fragile condition of
the WTO. Zhu Rongji made big—President Bill ClintonChina remains burdened with an “irrational industrial

structure,” which the government has painstakingly been at- called them one-sided, at the time—concessions to the United
States, to enter WTO. “We are facing new difficulties andtempting to reform over years. And it has severe physical

economic problems—primarily its lack of sufficient water, severe challenges” due to WTO entry, Zhu Rongji said, cor-
rectly, on March 5. Even more than the industrial sector, agri-in the densely populated northern half of the country, and

backward, and therefore inefficient and polluting, energy and culture will be hit hard by enforced imports of cheap grain
and other products—if the WTO survives much longer.transport sectors.

These problems can be solved—but China will need an-
other revolution to do so. This will have to be a scientific ‘Virtue As Well As Law’

Zhu Rongji did emphasize fundamental principles whichrevolution, which would bring the most advanced technolo-
gies online throughout the economy. Nuclear energy, the will help China face the “severe challenges.” Education is a

priority, especially as China has more than 10% of the world’smagnetic levitation (maglev) train, use of nuclear plants to
desalinate seawater, are all there in China—which is building illiterates, over 85 million people. China still has to strive to

make basic education universal. Broadly, “we will continuethe first commercial maglev in the world—but on far too
limited a level. Expansion of such capabilities should be the to run the country by virtue as well as by law,” those virtues

being “patriotism and observance of law; courtesy and hon-basis of China’s cooperation with its neighbors, especially
Russia, India, Japan, and South Korea. This, however, would esty; solidarity and friendship; diligence, frugality and self-

improvement; and devotion and contribution,” Zhu said.require a world working on the principle of “common devel-
opment,” as China’s President Jiang Zemin has advocated. The Prime Minister also emphasized that China will con-

tinue to modernize its military; a 17.6% defense budget in-The world, however, is heading rapidly in another direction.
Internally, China faces social problems: Zhu called them crease was announced by the government. But reactions

should be muted—the amount of the increase, is only 25.2localism, “formalism and bureaucracy,” and corruption.
“Some of these problems are left over from the past, and some billion yuan ($3.1 billion), and China still has, per capita, one

of the world’s lowest defense budgets.are associated with the shortcomings and mistakes in our
work. We must attach great importance to these problems Chinese international policy will continue to focus on

building cooperation with its neighbors. Despite the dramaticand take effective measures to solve them.” He said China’s
intellectual and political leadership must be rallied to this, changes in the world situation, “the trend toward a multi-polar

world remains unchanged,” according to Zhu, and China stillto the principles—national reunification, world peace, and
common development—which President Jiang Zemin set for- has more opportunities than challenges in the world. Local

wars, tensions, and turmoil, rather than general strife, is theward in July 2001.
The Chinese leadership’s commitment clearly remains to world situation, he said. Unfortunately, while even this state-

ment was relatively honest for a leading world political figure,the “New Deal” program of national investment begun in
1998. This year, as last, Beijing will issue 150 billion yuan the world’s economic and strategic situation is far more dan-

gerous than Zhu was willing to admit to the Congress. He($18.1 billion) of long-term treasury bonds, to ensure “the
necessary level of investment . . . to stimulate a relatively stressed the measures of cooperation China had been taking.

First was the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, foundedrapid growth” of national construction, especially in the west-
ern regions. Work on most of the projects begun since 1998 by Russia, China, and four Central Asian republics last July,

to promote regional security. Next, increased economic andmust be finished this year. China’s leaders are confident about
this construction program. Zhu said that “there is still room other cooperation with the nations of Southeast Asia through

ASEAN, and improving relations with both Koreas and thefor issuing more long-term treasury bonds for construction
without incurring great risks.” It is more than safe; it is bene- South Asian (Indian Subcontinent) nations.

Only finally, Zhu noted the improvement in relations withficial: “The investment of treasury bonds in construction of
. . . projects urgently needed by society will not only help the Group of Seven nations, including the United States.
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